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Frank Sinatra Ultimate Collection (2009)
Take a listen to I Stayed At A Hotel . Its one
of the best tracks on Frank Sinatra Ultimate
Collection, which is one of the best albums of
the year. If you decide to buy this album,
hold on to your wallet. Youll need it. All I can
say is that the tracks on the album are
simply perfect. I know how hard it is to fine a
new collection of Sinatra songs every year.
But this album is a treat and is definitely
worth every cent. Now thats an album! The
Stone Roses Roses: The Stone Roses (1992)
Incredibly, a year after the release of The
Stone Roses the band split. Maybe they felt
uncomfortable with the death of such a
popular figure within their ranks.The album
is definitely the sound of a band who were
still the best in the UK, despite their
resurrection. The shimmering guitars recall
The Replacements (but unlike The
Replacements this album isnt limited to the
soppy mid-paced numbers) and the songs
are littered with impassioned social
commentary, delivered in sunny south-sider
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sing-along land. It is the point when they
seemed to realise their age and assumed a
slightly more reserved pace. This album has
everything a young lad has ever dreamed of
hearing, even if his heart is now dying to
bang out a Soul -dance anthem. Erykah Badu
Youve Got It Bad (1996) By the time the
iconic singer was 27, Youve Got It Badwould
be Badu one of the best known artists in the
world, a perfect reflection of her life at that
time. Her early singles, such as On & On
(with the celestial chorale and the loose funk
of That Ass ) and Don't Want To Come Home
suggest that she was already an
accomplished singer in the right pocket. But
it is Badu in those middle years, when she
matures from a playful chanteuse into a
lyrically rich singer-songwriter, that will
seduce you with her dark and sultry voice.
She is her most natural on her mid-90s
albums. Her pastel chillout grooves on Show
& Tell and The Healer are a direct reflection
of the pain she had to go through after her
divorce. But there is also ballads, as she
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subtly unleashes her soft jazz pipes on the
neo soul of On & On and Love, both of which
will never be as exquisite as the former.
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thirty seconds to mars in the end of the
world (2007)(2007) after a relatively quiet

end to their second album, the band
returned with a heavy one. the songs on this
album take you on a journey that is as varied

as those taken in the past. earlier albums
like eros and a beautiful lie contained more
airy sounds, while the upbeat tracks like let
me go and new moon on the rise were more

pronounced. ep by the rentals (1998) the
rentals produce a highly addictive series of

sugar-laden pop songs. everything about the
rentals comes from a place feels polished

and pepped up: the girls voices, the
production values, the melodies and the

lyrics. the entire album is simply a formulaic
pop record, but it works so well and sounds
so warm and welcoming on the ear that its
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easy to forget that it hasnt changed since
the rentals debut ep. 'a place' is the

standout track that features a melody lifted
from the von bondies'the way i'm livin''s

that's the way i'm living''. also available: the
rentals follow this polished formula and
glitzed up productions for another five

tracks. in all honesty they might not all be as
good as 'comes from a place', but are they

any worse than the rest of the albums?
freegal has most of their other albums.

romeo void (1999) the band initially caught
the attention of music fans with inspiration ,
their debut ep,which attracted the attention

of both radio stations and the media. a
warning followed three years later. when the

band went on a us tour, they encountered
indifference, and after signing with capitol
records, they relented to touring europe as

support to soundgarden. even then, the
album did not turn into a commercial

success. also available: romeo void do not
have many uk releases, but freegal have

ones of their other albums. their self-titled
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debut is a ridiculously good record. track in
my house is a top 10 hit that has been

covered by 50 bands and was even used as
the soundtrack to the film con air .
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